
Dark Signal

The British supernatural 
horror that’s guaranteed to 
terrify...
On DVD from Monday 30th May 2016 and for 
download from Monday 30th May 2016.

Fast Sell: 

From master of British horror, Neil Marshall (Dog Soldiers, 
The Descent) comes the terrifying and blood-curdling Dark 
Signal. Part slasher, part ghost story, Dark Signal creates 
spine-tingling atmosphere, shocking moments of brutality 
and jump-out-of-your-seat scares. It’s sure to make the 
staunchest of skeptics sleep with the lights on…

Key talent:

Starring
Siwan Morris (TV’s Doctor Who, TV’s Wolfblood),
Gareth David-Lloyd (I Am Alone, TV’s Torchwood)
Joanna Ignaczewska (The Scopia Effect, Phometrica)
James Cosmo (TV’s Game of Thrones, Braveheart, 
Trainspotting)

Director
Edward Evers-Swindell (feature fi lm debut)

Producer
Neil Marshall (Dog Soldiers, The Descent)

Synopsis:

Deep in the heart of the isolated Welsh valleys, an eerie hush 
spreads throughout the deserted wilds. Stranded and terrifi ed, 
single mother, Kate (Joanna Ignaczewska), fi nds herself 
entangled in an ill-thought-out plan: a midnight robbery 
about to take a dangerous turn.
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On lookout for her boyfriend, and left trembling in the middle of a secluded forest, she quickly realises she is not 
alone. With her is the vengeful spirit of a murdered girl…

Meanwhile, across the valley at a local radio station, Ben (Gareth David-Lloyd) and Laurie (Siwan Morris) are 
midway through their last ever radio show. With the arrival of medium, Carla, and filled with determination to go 
out with a bang, Laurie and Ben are about to get much more than they bargained for.

Patching together fragments of ghostly sounds, they begin to unravel the clues to a frightening crime before doing 
do the unthinkable… making contact with the dead.

We like it because:

From its brutal opening scene, you know Dark Signal has the power to get under the skin and deliver nerve-jangling 
shocks. It’s an exciting debut from director Edward Evers-Swindell, who, along with the experience of homegrown 
horror maestro Neil Marshall, has created something truly terrifying with a distinct British charm.

Set deep in the Welsh Valleys, Dark Signal belongs to a long tradition of rural horror, using its location to create an 
unnerving sense of dread and isolation.

From there, it packs in so much that no genre fan will be left disappointed – from visceral, bone-crunching horror 
to flesh-creeping supernatural scares. All leading to a shock twist ending that you’ll never see coming.

Get ready to become a believer with one of the year’s best British horrors!

Hot Quotes:

HHHHH SCREAM: THE HORROR MAGAZINE


